
From: justice@lawsintexas.com
To: "josh@goodwin-harrison.com"
Subject: DEL VALLE DE LA VEGA, ALEJANDRO vs. INDEPENDENT BANK
Date: Tuesday, April 9, 2024 1:55:00 PM

 
Howdy,
 
Do you have any update you wish to share on the home which has been
purportedly “sold” to an investor, and the foreclosure stopped by creditor rights
lawyer Branch Sheppard - since you filed into the two stop foreclosure cases in
Harris County District Court (the other filing by foreclosure defense lawyer
James Minerve). They really want the home….
 
Banks Foreclosure Mill Law Firm Galloway Stops Harris County Home
Auction Claiming Clouded Title - Laws In Texas https://lawsintexas.com/pr/32e
 
I’ve read your pleadings for Independent Bank and just wondered if there’s any
further movement, a month or so later.
 
Y’all have a great day.
 
Mark Burke 
Justice Seeker
Laws In Texas
#restoretx
 
Support LIT
 
At LawsInTexas.com (LIT), we're not just a blog; we're a fervent voice against
judicial and legal corruption, not only in Texas but across the nation.
Operating as a boutique non-profit, we incur substantial expenses to maintain
our platform, yet we've chosen to remain accessible without paywalls. Why?
Because we firmly believe that the more people we reach, the greater the
impact in aiding those in need.
 
LIT delivers compelling articles, exposing corruption, while actively aiding
citizens with their legal challenges by featuring their cases on our blog. The
outcomes have been truly remarkable, and the positive feedback is a testament
to our influence.
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If you resonate with our dedication to purifying our judiciary and government,
exposing ochlocracy and public corruption, we invite you to become a Valued
Supporter. Your donation to LawsInTexas.com empowers us to keep the
authentic stories flowing and ensures the Bandits and Outlaws stay on the run.
 
Whether you aspire to have your story published on LIT or simply align with
our mission, your support is paramount. Join us in the battle against
corruption and be a part of a movement that advocates for justice for all.
 
Cheers.
 
Donate
 

https://lawsintexas.com/donate/

